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LOKAL App Bill

"A bill to distinguish the LOKAL App as a 'recommended' application for incoming students"

Whereas(1): Although Texas A&M has already created an 'official' Gig 'Em Week app, the LOKAL app would continue to service new students throughout the year; and,

Whereas(2): Supplements the guerilla marketing techniques of student organizations as a public relations tool; and,

Whereas(3): The Aggie-created app provides a necessary tool to help new students discover events and opportunities on campus and within the Bryan/College Station community.

Therefore
Let it be
Enacted(1): The Department of Student Activities adopts the LOKAL app as a university recommended tool to further benefit incoming students
Let it be
Further
Enacted(4): A copy of this bill be sent to:
The Offices of the Dean of Student Life
Ann Goodman, Associate Director of Student Activities